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Editorial 

I would never have imagined in early 2020 that I would still be writing 

editorials during a pandemic in 2022. The positive side of not be able to 

travel and curtailing some of my normal activities, is that I have had 

more time for family history.   

 

However, the initial flurry of queries on PUG-L have subsided to a trickle 

during the second half of 2021 and I am afraid that without Colin’s 

article, based on his talk at the October Zoom meeting on dealing with 

surname changes (pages 5-8) this would have been a very thin 

newsletter. As always the January newsletter reports back on the 

Accounts and AGM (pages 14-16), together with the September Zoom 

discussions (page 17) and the rather limited discussions on PUG-L (page 

9-13).  

 

I think this is probably the shortest newsletter I have produced so I put 

in a heartfelt plea for more articles for the next edition. I always struggle 

to fill the July newsletter but I usually have less of a problem in January.  

 

Or has the time come to rely solely on Zoom meetings and PUG-L? 

 

I wish you a safe, happy and healthy 2022 and good luck with your 

researches. 

 

Hanna Nicholas 

 

 

 

Newsletter Contributions 

 
All contributions gratefully received, preferably by email. Articles of any 

length are welcome, as are photos, letters to the editor and suggestions 

on what you would like to have included in the next issue. Please let me 

have contributions by 30 June 2022 to editor@pugweb.org.uk  
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Chairman’s Corner 

Happy New Year and by the time you read this, Happy New Census. That 

said, I must have Scottish ancestry (my wife certainly has) since my 

plan is to (try to) hold off until the cost comes down. 

 

2021 saw PUG dipping its toes into Zoom again. The short chat meeting 

that was hosted by Alan and Judith Mills (see the July 2021 Newsletter) 

went well. The AGM was again held by Zoom. However, we seem to have 

a reluctance to run regular Zoom sessions. I feel though that occasional 

(maybe quarterly) short chat sessions would be appreciated. I have a 

plan for February (see below) so maybe others could come up with 

something (mostly a date and time!) for April/May and July/August to 

see us through to the 2022 AGM meeting.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

So, the plan for February … Oxfordshire FHS has Myko Clelland talking 

about the 1921 Census on Monday 14 February and I have secured 

agreement to invite PUG members to come along. This will be an 

evening meeting with the talk starting at 20:00. The meeting routine 

includes breakout rooms ahead of the main talk (19:15-19:55) so we 

can have a PUG breakout room to chat about anything topical – and if 

you run out of things to say we may have to fill the gap by pointing out 

how wonderful Oxfordshire FHS is and would you like to join! 

If you wish to attend, please email me directly. I will send you a 

registration link a few days ahead of the talk. 

 

In case the 1921 census is news to you (!), FindMyPast have a roadshow 

poster listing when talks are taking place on: 

https://i.findmypast.com/websites/content/pdfs/roadshow-poster.pdf 

 

Malcolm 

 

 

 

  

https://i.findmypast.com/websites/content/pdfs/roadshow-poster.pdf
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News from Pedigree Software 

The latest version is 3.347 from February 2019. An update to PediTree 

version v3.347 is now available for all registered users with a name and 

address date 2015 or later.  

 

 Before downloading these updates from http://www.pugweb.org.uk/

pedigree-software/  you need to open PediTree to look at the copyright 

date in your name & address panel.   

  

Upgrading to PediTree.exe v3.347 costs £12 for a CD or £10 just for a 

year of upgrades by web download. Although I can’t accept debit/credit 

cards, if you email me with your choice of £10 or £12, I can get Paypal 

to invoice you and collect a card payment. Cheques are still acceptable, 

but should be payable to Pedigree Software. 

  

In addition to the changes in 2020 to the Elton.55 definitions to 

improve GEDCOM 5.5 export, Colin Liebenrood has updated the picture 

scripts in the database version Elton55.2103, which is available to 

download from the PugWeb resources pages. 

  

Use this opportunity to Export your database in GEDCOM 4 format. 

Make a new database from Elton55 and import your .ged file to it.  

 

Murray Kennedy January 2022 

Pedigree Software,  

The Granary, Ryelands, Wyre Piddle, PERSHORE, WR10 2JG 

Tel: 0(44) 1386 55 66 49 

murraykennedy@btinternet.com 

http://www.pedigree-software.co.uk/ 

 

Dates for your Diary 
 

Monday 14 February for PUG Zoom meeting followed by talk on the 

1921 census courtesy of the Oxfordshire Family History Society (see 

previous page). 

 
The date for the 2022 AGM and meeting will probably be Saturday 15 

October 2022 by Zoom again. More details in the next newsletter. It is 

likely to follow the same informal format with the opportunity for group 

discussion of Pedigree/PediTree topics and more general computer and 

family history issues as raised by attendees.  

 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

http://www.pugweb.org.uk/pedigree-software/
http://www.pugweb.org.uk/pedigree-software/
http://www.pedigree-software.co.uk/
http://lists.bcn.mythic-beasts.com/mailman/private/pug-l/
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At the recent AGM, I spoke about the preservation of our family history, 

with reference to two current aspects.  Firstly, a relative has requested a 

copy of the information we have accumulated.  Secondly, a family 

history society has started hosting family trees for its members; my 

paternal family was resident in their area and the society asked if we 

could provide a tree for their initial launch.  Providing this tree involved 

some changes in the PediTree database design that might affect other 

users, so it is worth reporting the details. 

 

To clarify what is involved, a bit of explanation about my paternal 

ancestors is needed.  Having an unusual surname (Liebenrood), it 

seemed worthwhile to find out more about it. Family oral information and 

some artefacts indicated that this surname had been inherited in the 

19th century, replacing a former surname of Hancock.  Over some fifty 

years, we have undertaken research to clarify and confirm the details of 

this ancestry, using the usual resources of public records, mostly before 

on-line access was available.  This has been aided by various family 

history societies, individual contacts and professional researchers, where 

distant local research was impractical for us.   

 

The result of this is a lot of paper, written and maintained by my wife, 

Anne, while I was still in employment.  Little of this has been digitised to 

date, partly because Anne doesn’t type or use a computer; her excellent 

handwriting is always readable!  Apart from the text documents, a 

number of hand-drawn charts illustrate the relationships involved, also 

there is a card-index to all the individuals involved. 

 

For the copy for a relative, scanning of the material has started with 

some biographies (97 pages), the charts (39 pages) and the card-index 

(191 cards, 68 two-sided).  The scans have been converted to three PDF 

files with bookmarks and brief introductions.  The techniques used have 

been developed on other projects that make the conversion to PDF fairly 

easy.  I’m not going into the details here.  Scanning a number of 

photographs will produce a fourth PDF file to complete a useful top-level 

copy to go onto a CD.  That will leave five other A4 ring-binders 

containing certificates and correspondence for later attention. 

Preserving Family History with  

Surname Changes 
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The other request was for a family tree relevant to a particular area for a 

new on-line facility.  My paternal family, with both Liebenrood and 

Hancock surnames, was resident in Berkshire during the 18th to 20th 

centuries.  So we joined the Berkshire Family History Society early in our 

researches, to our considerable advantage. Subsequently I’ve 

undertaken a number of computer-based projects for them, which led to 

the request for the family tree for their new members-only facility.  That 

involved putting some 80+ individuals into PediTree, to export a suitable 

GEDCOM file.  In turn, that needed a decision on how to handle the 

multiple changes of surname involved, which was found to need a few 

alterations in the database design.  To explain what is involved, I need to 

outline the relevant parts of my family history. 

Let’s start with my gt-gt-grandfather Rear-Admiral John Hiett Hancock 

(c.1764–1839), and his sister Lucy (1762–1829), who we’ll meet again.  

Their father was Samuel Hancock (1731–83), innkeeper of the George & 

Pelican at Speen, near Newbury, Berkshire, a staging-post on the Bath to 

London road (now the A4).  John Hiett had six children, of which Capt. 

John Hancock (c.1813–83) was my gt-grandfather.  He probably met his 

wife while surveying the coast of Prince Edward Island, Canada, where all 

his seven children were born, including my grandfather, John.  So far, so 

good. (I’m afraid the forename John litters this description, but I’ll try to 

keep the occurrences clear!) 

Next, John George Liebenrood (c.1712–1795), born in Germany, 

became ‘a rich merchant in London’, trading in furs and wine. He 

married, then settled and died in Purley, Reading, Berkshire, leaving no 

children.  His will passed his estate to his German great-nephew John 

Engelberts Ziegenbein (c.1753–1821), on condition that he took the 

surname of Liebenrood. John Engelberts then married Lucy Hancock, 

who we met above.  They built a fine house in Prospect Park, Reading 

and had three children.  John Engelberts and one child died before Lucy; 

the other two children didn’t marry. In 1865, after Lucy and the two 

remaining children had died, Lucy’s will passed her estate to her nephew 

Capt. John Hancock, with the condition that he and his descendants 

took the Liebenrood surname. The family finally all left the Prospect 

Park house and estate in 1902, when the park was sold to Reading 

council for the benefit of the public.  The house is now a restaurant.  The 

final wrinkle on changing surname came in 1915, when some of the 

descendants in the WW1 army found the German Liebenrood surname an 

embarrassment, so reverted to Han[d]cock. 

So producing a tree for Berkshire F H S involves the two major changes 

of surname described above.  Looking at the specification for GEDCOM 

5.5 showed that an individual can have several surnames, but there’s no 
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obvious structure to make the name-changes clear.  The only way 

seems to be a suitable note.  How can we give several surnames to an 

individual in PediTree?  Actually, that looks easy: simply add a second 

surname — and a note.  Below is Capt. John Hancock, Liebenrood in the 

Edit display.  Just to be certain, a GEDCOM 4 export imported into a new 

database showed that the second surname was imported correctly.  

Good!  What about GEDCOM 5.5?  Not so good; the result is not correct 

and a small change is needed.  

As you know, PediTree uses picture scripts to generate the output for 

GEDCOM 5.5; a change to script Person.GEDCOM is what is needed.  

Without this, the GEDCOM Name output is: 

1 NAME John /Hancock 

Liebenrood/ 

 

What is needed is a single line: 

1 NAME John /Hancock, Liebenrood/ 

 

Here’s part of the GEDCOM picture script with two added lines (in bold): 

|[| FAMS(marriages)] 

separator = ", " 

[|"1 NAME " forenames" /"surname "/"postfix] 

separator = | 

if forenames present or surname present then 

 [|"2 NPFX "prefix] 

 [|"2 NICK "nickname] 

end 

… 
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Another similar addition is needed in the Person.name picture script: 

prefix 

if forenames <"A" then" " end 

forenames" " 

separator = ", " 

surname() 

postfix ["(" nickname ")"] 

… 

 

Finally, the handling of places in the Residence group wasn’t as tidy as it 

should be.  Berkshire F H S asked that the presentation of these should 

be consistent and without abbreviations, for example: 

 Purley, Berkshire, England 

 

This caused a little alteration to the Residence.RESI picture script, as 

well as care in entering the place information.  Here’s the altered RESI 

script:- 

"1 RESI" 

if to present then |"2 DATE "["BET"from"AND"] to 

else [|"2 DATE "from] end 

|"2 PLAC " [dwelling"," road] [locality] [", "town] 

[", "county][","postcode][", " country] 

if source present then 

  GCITE(source) 

end 

 

I asked a PUG user of Family Tree Maker to import a short GEDCOM 5.5 

file in this format, which seemed to work reasonably well (thank you, 

Sheila).  So I submitted the full file to the Berkshire F H S and 

eventually saw the result.  This displayed the multiple surnames as 

expected and the relevant notes.   

It remains for me to provide a version of Elton55 with these changes, in 

case they may be of use to others. 

 

Colin Liebenrood  

30 November 2021 
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PUG is an associate member of the Family History Federation (now the 

operating name of the Federation of Family History Societies).  If you 

haven’t already done so, you can find a wealth of useful information and/

or sign up to receive updates and their monthly Really Useful Bulletin at:  

https://www.familyhistoryfederation.com/ 

 

Malcolm has regularly forwarded information about events etc to PUG-L 

but as these are all in the past, I have not reproduced these. He has also 

been forwarding the Really Useful Bulletin to PUG-L but he suggested in 

December that if you are interested, you should sign up to receive ithe 

free newsletter direct to your inbox.  

Hanna Nicholas 

 

What follows is slightly edited versions of the exchanges on PUG-L over 

the past six months. The bulk of the activity has been discussions around 

the September Zoom meeting (see page 17), the AGM (see pages 15-16) 

or the various emails Malcolm has forwarded from the FHF as mentioned 

above so this is the shortest ever report back. I hope 2022 will bring 

some further discussions and queries which I include in the July 

newsletter!  

 

Hanna Nicholas 

Recent PUG-L Activity 
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Usage of the Database Skeletons 

 
Reading the article on the latest Elton55 database skeletons on p7 of the 

July 2021 newsletter I am confused as to which may be regarded as the 

latest version for general use (as opposed to interfacing with Family Tree 

Maker). 

 

1.   Is version 1510 still regarded as the latest update for general use 

with Peditree version 3.347? 

 

2.   or, does either version 2011 or version 2103 entirely supersede 

version 1510 

 

3.   or, are versions 2011 and/or 2103 only recommended for adoption 

when access to Family Tree Maker is needed? 
 

 
Ian Sandham 
 
 

Although the recent updates were focussed on comments from users of 

Family Tree Maker, they also fixed some other unrelated issues of 

exporting GEDCOM 5.5. 

 

So the current version 2103 supersedes all other versions for general 

use.  If anyone knows otherwise, I'd like to know! 

 

On the other hand, if you have no intention of exporting data to other 

applications using GEDCOM 5.5, then there's no point in updating your 

installation.  For export to another Pedigree database, GEDCOM 4 is the 

version to use, which is not affected by these changes. 

 

Colin Liebenrood 

 

Printing Trees 
 

If I want to send someone a tree (about twice a month for my one name 

study) I usually print to a PDF so that they can print it out themselves 

and stick the sheets together as necessary. I spend quite a lot of time 

playing with fonts, text sizes and detail level to get it arranged as neatly 

as possible on the sheets. Of course sometimes I go for landscape 

printing and sometimes portrait and inevitably whatever I set it to last 

time is never what I need next time. 
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What I have always wanted is to be able to save a set of optimal settings 

for a particular orientation and detail so that I can easily switch print 

settings. Similarly when going from wide trees to tall trees. 

 

During lockdown I decided to make fan charts for some family members. 

My handwriting is not up to the level of neatness required especially as 

I'm trying for 8 generations. In the end I used AutoCAD LT to draw the 

fan but it's a lot of work transferring the data manually. 

 

It would be great to have a fan chart option in Pedigree with a definable 

number of generations. Is this something that is worth consideration? 

 

Dave Puttock 

 

I wonder David, do you use these two regular printing setups on the 

same database, or do you use them on two separate databases? 

 

If the latter, then there is an easy solution - two installations of PediTree 

in separate folders. 

 

Malcolm Austen 

 

There's an easy way to get fan charts from PediTree, using an on-line 

facility at https://treeseek.com/gedcom.  You just need a GEDCOM 5.5 

export from PediTree that you can upload.  I've just tried a couple that 

look pretty good. It's not likely that this could be built-in to PediTree. 

 

Colin Liebenrood 

 

Regarding the printing, I am always using the same database. I run a 

one name study so I have about 40 family groups totalling about 12000 

people plus another 3000 individuals. 

 

They all need to be in the same database as the object is to try and join 

groups together or at least add individuals to groups. 

 

So when I get an enquiry I often have to print out a family group but 

that could be 30 people or 1000 people. 

 

Dave Puttock 
 

 

https://treeseek.com/gedcom
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Updating PediTree 
 

I downloaded the pedigree.enc file to my pedigree folder. My folder is on 

the c drive but under users/documents/familyhistory/pedigree and not 

just straight c:\pedigree. 

 

I have clicked on the supplied link and downloaded the latest .exe file to 

the same folder. This loaded ok. 

 

My last download was pt3306. Do I have to download all the updates 

which are supplied or does the latest have them all? 

 

Murray then talks about extracting several files fom the update. I'm not 

sure from what file in the pedigree folder I'm extracting from. 

 

Chris Watts 

 

 

Presumably the 'latest .exe' you downloaded was pt3347.exe?  If so, 

this is an installer that you need to run.  This will request the password 

that Murray will have sent, then will install the updated PediTree and all 

related files.  You will need to specify your pedigree folder for the 

installation, not c:\pedigree. 

 

You will then be up to date, except for the Elton55.ped database.  You'll 

need to get the latest version of that from PUGWeb at http://

www.pugweb.org.uk/resources/dbskels. 

 

Colin Liebenrood 

http://www.pugweb.org.uk/resources/dbskels
http://www.pugweb.org.uk/resources/dbskels
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Access to PUG-L 
 
Thank you Carys, Malcolm and 'admin' for help with restoring my email 

links to PUG. 

 

I was left with the problem of locating the address of the members 

area.  I eventually found it in the January edition of the newsletter, after 

seeing no reference to it in any of the PUG webpages. The references to 

the very existence of a members area appeared to be in hushed tones, 

as if this was 'top secret'!   Could I suggest this inclusion into a suitable 

webpage be added to the  'to do' list;  or have I missed a reference to 

it? 

 

Ian Sandham 

 

The PUG web site is, as ever - http://www.pugweb.org.uk 

 

The front page has four sections - main (for members); join/renew; 

Pedigree Software; AGM 

 

The first of those points you to PUGwiki - http://pugweb.org.uk/pugwiki 

Scrolling down there gets to a section "PUG members' area" 

 

So it seems to me that you have indeed "missed it", but if it is just too 

obscure or too far buried then perhaps we can discuss how it could be 

better arranged. 

 
Malcolm Austen  

http://www.pugweb.org.uk/
http://pugweb.org.uk/pugwiki
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Pedigree Users Group 
Minutes of the Annual General Meeting held by Zoom  

on Saturday 16 October 2021 

Present: 

Malcolm Austen, Clare Pilkington, Carys Faichney, Dick Walker, William 

Terrell, Sheila Culross, Tom Hart, Michael Hulme, George Ruscoe, 

Hanna Nicholas, Sheila Jelley,  Bob Golder, Brian Baker, Deborah 

Knight, Colin Liebenrood, Bob Adams, Dave Morecombe and  David 

Sears (with apologies for arriving late). 

 

Apologies were received from Sally Ritchie and Murray Kennedy. 

 

The minutes of the 2020 AGM which had been previously published in 

the PUG newsletter were approved. There were no matters arising. 

 

Chairman’s Report: 

There had been two Zoom meetings over the year, the first led by Alan 

Mills and the second by Clare Pilkington and Carys Faichney.  The PUG-l 

list had been moved to groups@io. Malcolm thanked Hanna, Bob, Carys 

and Clare for their efforts over the year. He also remembered Rod 

Clayburn who died some months ago. 

 

Membership Secretary’s Report: 

PUG had had 82 members last year, we are now 78. The losses include 

Rod Clayburn and Cecil Humphrey-Smith. One member does not have 

an email address and 10 have not joined groups@io. 

 

Newsletter Editor’s Report: 

Contributions are always welcome, particularly for the July edition. The 

January newsletter carries the reports on the AGM and any activities of 

the day. 

 

Treasurer’s Report: 

The accounts were displayed on screen for members’ perusal. 

The FFHS had halved their fee last year without informing PUG so no fee 

was due this year. Regarding the website hosting, Malcolm Austen had 

been overpaid his expenses; he will refund PUG shortly. There was a 

slight surplus this year. 

 

Acceptance of the accounts was proposed by Dick Walker and seconded 

by Colin Liebenrood, all agreed. 
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Election of Committee: 

The re-election of the committee was proposed by Sheila Jelley and 

seconded by Dave Morecombe, all agreed. 

 

Election of the Examiner of the Accounts: 

Malcolm Austen proposed that David Sears be re-elected, seconded 

Michael Hulme, all agreed. 

 

This concluded the business of the AGM. 

 

Malcolm Austen raised the question of where the 2022 AGM should be 

held, online or at Oxford or elsewhere. Dick Walker said he was not able 

to travel so would prefer a Zoom meeting. This was also the view of 

David Sears and Sheila Jelley. Saturday 15th October 2022 was 

suggested as the date. A further Zoom meeting in March/April was 

proposed; volunteers were needed to lead this and any other meetings. 

Perhaps this meeting could be a mid-week afternoon. 

 

Clare Pilkington 

Hon. Secretary 
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Present: 

Graham Moore, Clare Pilkington, Michael Hulme, Carys Faichney, George 

Ruscoe, Sheila Jelley, and Dave Morecombe 

 

Apologies were received from Hanna Nicholas, Alan & Judith Mills, Colin 

Liebenrood, Ken Wiggins, Sally Ritchie and Malcolm Austen. 

 

The purpose of the meeting was to generate ideas for discussion 

on the AGM Day. 

 

Clare Pilkington opened the discussions, talking about trees; whether the 

font used on trees could be altered to bold for names and different sized 

fonts for other information. This led to discussions on whether anyone 

actually printed trees nowadays or whether people preferred to save 

them as pdfs before giving them to family members. 

 

Dave Morecombe was still using Pedigree in preference to Peditree and 

was experiencing problems with increasing the size of his database file. 

Various people had suggestions, ranging from changing it in Peditree 

rather than Pedigree to ensuring he was using Gedcom 4. Dave would 

take the suggestions and have another try. 

 

Sheila Jelley described how she was downsizing her family history 

collection, in particular her several one name studies, which she was 

uploading to the GOONS website for anyone to use. However she was 

finding this a monumental task involving checking much of the 

information! 

 

There was further discussion on our family history legacy. Having files in 

Gedcom format rather than just in Peditree was favoured, also using 

good old paper! 

 

We ran out of time! 

 

Clare Pilkington 

Pedigree Users Group 

Minutes of a meeting held 22nd September 2021 at 

6.30pm via Zoom 
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I am happy to report that our membership numbers have held up well 

this year with fewer resignations and lost members than in many 

previous years. There are now 79 of us, with 50 having paid online; the 

number is creeping up every year. 

 

We have a wealth of experience between us, though it is now sometimes 

reminders of once-familiar actions we need help with! I find my brick 

walls stay in place, but that my trees expand sideways with new distant 

cousins found through my DNA results. I am looking forward to what the 

1921 census may reveal, in addition to credit card entries that is! 

 

Wishing you all a Happy New Year and may your searches be successful, 

 

Carys Faichney 

 
 

Reminders 

PUGweb is the website run by PUG on which you can find useful 

information about Pedigree and PediTree, download software, and 

generally keep up to date with developments and queries about the 

software. Details may be found at http://www.pugweb.org.uk/ It 

includes Colin Liebenrood’s FAQs. 

  

PUG-L is the email forum to which the majority of PUG members already 

belong. Full details about joining can be found on PUGweb. If you are 

still uncertain about how to do this, please contact one of the Committee 

(addresses and other contact details on the next page). The address is 

pug-l@pugweb.org.uk 

 

Latest Newsletter available for download: As well as this newsletter, 

you can now find all the previous editions on PUGweb. You will need to 

log onto the member only area at http://pugweb.org.uk/members/only/

start 

 

If you don't yet have login details, you need to apply for a user ID by 

emailing Carys at membership@pugweb.org.uk. Once you have your 

user ID, you will be also sent an automatically generated password. 

 

  
 

 
 
 
 

Membership 

http://www.pugweb.org.uk/
http://pugweb.org.uk/members/only/start
http://pugweb.org.uk/members/only/start
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2021/22 Committee 

Chairman………………………...Malcolm Austen 

11 Corn Avill Close, Abingdon, Oxon OX14 2ND 
Tel:  01235 533626       Email: chairman@pugweb.org.uk 
 
Secretary…………………………Mrs. Clare Pilkington 

7 Ladysteps, Scotby, Carlisle, Cumbria CA4 8DD  
Tel:  01228 513732        Email: secretary@pugweb.org.uk 
 
Treasurer …………………….….Bob Adams 
132 Purley Oaks Road, South Croydon, Surrey CR2 ONS 
Tel:  020 8657 4577       Email: treasurer@pugweb.org.uk  
 
Membership Secretary…..Mrs. Carys Faichney 
19 Lombardy Close, Leverstock Green, Hemel Hempstead,  
Herts HP2 4NG                   Email: membership@pugweb.org.uk  
 
Newsletter Editor………….…Hanna Nicholas 
52 Bulwer Road, Leytonstone, London E11 1BX 
Tel: 020 8558 7618            Email: editor@pugweb.org.uk  
 
 
Committee member………..Bob Golder 
28 Beaufort Avenue, New Cubbington, Leamington Spa CV32 7TA 
Tel: 01926 314203   Email:robert.golder1@btinternet.com 
 
Committee member…………Sally Ritchie 
       Email: sal.ritchie@btinternet.com 

mailto:sal.ritchie@btinternet.com
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